
Date Time Name ID Representative's 
Initials Brief description; inquiry, admitted student question,etc.

5/29/2018 12:17pm Sandy MH Help enrolling in BOL class

5/2/2019 3:30PM Parent EJS Checking on student's eligiblity for the Barton Bound Scholarship
5/6/2019 3:38PM Alyche Brown 499853 EJS fixed match error
5/6/2019 4:30pm unknown EJS cost per credit hour for BARTonline
5/7/2019 4:45pm Jamie Czelusniak 307046 EJS Couldn't remember Student ID 
5/8/2019 8:30am Jamie Buehler EJS resetting password for student at GED center
5/8/2019 11:45am Kaitlyn Panning's mom EJS Match error on application
5/9/2019 3:30pm Faisal Alsomali 500112 EJS Corrected error on application

5/13/2019 8:30 student no WR
wanted to chane name on her information transferred to Enrollment 
Services 

5/13/2019 8:49 Christine no WR wanted the college address to send transcripts 

5/13/2019 8:52 japheth 499271 WR
help registering to classes but he did not know what class to take 
transferredt o Advisement need to speak to an advisor 

5/13/2019 9:26 edward no WR
need to enroll to a class he always takes transferred to Enrollment 
Services

5/13/2019 9:48 student no WR
wanted to enroll in a online class but wanted to know if seats availale 
transferred to BOL 

5/13/2019 9:56 lissette no WR wanted to get information about LSEC classes transferred to Arlette 
5/13/2019 9:58 leonardo Cortez no WR daca transferred to Baudilio 
5/13/2019 10:03 student no WR need to get transcript transferred to Enrollment Services 
5/13/2019 10:04 student no WR payment plans
5/13/2019 10:45 student no WR need to know how to access black board transfer to BOL 

5/13/2019 11:03 chadler sherwood no WR
needed instructions on how to finish application told him were needed to 
go 

5/13/2019 11:17 student no WR
need to register to summer classes transferred to Bol if there is any more 
available seats 

5/13/2019 11:32 student no WR
student wanted to know if we have HASWOP class transferred to 
Advisement 



5/13/2019 11:39 leticia silva no WR

wanted to know about her application told her that she considered an 
international student that she said that she just wants online classes 
need to change her information 

5/13/2019 12:00 student no WR wanted to know when class if they are any seats open transferred to BOL 

5/13/2019 12:04 student no WR
wanted to know how long the application will take to get accepted told 
him that it does take 24-48 hrs 

5/13/2019 12:06 student no WR
wanted to know how to take placement test online she could not see the 
testing transferred to BOL 

5/13/2019 12:09 Kaleb no WR wanted to know any seats available BOL 

5/13/2019 12:10 keith no WR wanted to know how to get a hold of an instructor transferred to BOL
5/13/2019 12:20 leticia silva no WR need seats available 
5/13/2019 12:25 jakup no WR called to verify info and accept his application 
5/13/2019 12:29 student no WR need to know if received transcript trans Enrollment 
5/13/2019 12:43 student no WR trascripts Enrollment Services 

5/13/2019 12:57 annelly valdovino no WR
wanted to know about application and to register to come to enrollment 
days signed her up and resend her acceptance email 

5/13/2019 1:06 Alkahtani no WR need to reset pw transferred to Enrollment services 
5/13/2019 1:16 student no WR need to transfer to Enrollment to reset PW 
5/13/2019 1:19 student no WR wanted to know if there was a calculas class

5/13/2019 1:25 leticia silva 500244 WR
need intructions on how to enroll gave her the basic and enroll on her 
classes 

5/13/2019 1:27 student no WR if there is any seats available 
5/13/2019 1:32 monica no WR wanted information about C N A classes transferred to Danny 
5/13/2019 1:35 student no WR need to verify information on the application
5/13/2019 1:40 student no WR need Bol transferred 
5/13/2019 1:40 Melinda 170030 WR had a question about her TB hold 

5/13/2019 2:20 jennifer jordan 477103 WR
need to verify information on the application need to merge old account 
to application 

5/13/2019 2:55 Thuraya Altherwi no WR called to verify info on app that instead of Other need to change Online 
5/13/2019 3:13 Kylie Adams
5/13/2019 3:43 patricia dees no WR call to verify information on app 



5/13/2019 3:50 patricia dees 500291 WR resend her student id and need to see any available seats  BOL 
5/13/2019 4:08 crystal robben 500263 WR need to resend the acceptance email 
5/13/2019 4:35 student no WR pw need reset transferred to Enrollment Services 

5/13/2019 4:38 Student no WR need to know basic information on what to do to register online class

5/13/2019 4:40 Student no WR wants to enroll online class will not let her add transferred to BOL 

5/13/2019 4:57 melissa no WR
would like to do a payment plan but she is EDUKAN transferred to 
Sheven Copp

5/13/2019 5:00 james boarad no WR
wanted to know why couldn’t log in just applied and was looking at 
application need to accept 

5/13/2019 2:15pm Jacqueline Martinez 500262 MH Checkin on app status, next steps for BARTonline
5/14/2019 8:28am unknown EJS Asked for Jane Howard - transferred to Jane Howard
5/14/2019 8:54 student no WR wanted to get transferred to Enrollment Services
5/14/2019 9:33 student no WR wanted BOL to get in to a class that has started 
5/14/2019 9:46 student parent no WR wanted to business office to pay sons class
5/14/2019 9:55 Wendy M no WR wanted student information on an application
5/14/2019 10:28 Laura no WR wanted information about a class in campus and class online 

5/14/2019 11:30 Carolyn Smith 500482 WR
wanted to know the admissions application was accepted and wanted to 
know how to enroll on the class and her transcripts were received 

5/14/2019 12:15 calling regarding Brother no WR
would like to speak with Tana about a scholarship her brother received 
and will like to only speak with her did not want to leave a message 

5/14/2019 12:20 Whitley McCabe no WR signed up to Enrollment day on 5/29 

5/14/2019 12:53 Marcel Bordenave 500491 WR
wanted to know how long the application will take to get accepted told 
him that it does take 24-48 hrs 

5/14/2019 1:21 Marcel Bordenave 500491 WR need to know what the class transfers 
5/14/2019 1:32 student no WR wanted to know were to send transcripts 
5/14/2019 1:57 Jonathan Burks 488552 WR wanted to confirm that he is signed up for Enrollment Days 
5/14/2019 2:16 student no WR wanted to get enrolled but need a pre req transferred to BOL 
5/14/2019 2:38 hamed alrashidi 500499 WR need to verify information on admissions application 
5/14/2019 3:02 student no WR need to know if received transcript trans Enrollment 



5/14/2019 3:12 Rece Buckmaster 495036 WR
dad wanted to make sure that son applied before the deadline and he did 
will call back to sidn up to an enrollment day

5/14/2019 3:32 Spencer Roberts 500258 WR
need help to enroll in the class gave him basic info but transferred to BOL 
to see if he can get in to the class that just started 

5/14/2019 3:58 heidi prockish no WR need to know if received transcript trans Enrollment 
5/14/2019 4:18 crystal vasquez no WR need help to finish admissions application 
5/14/2019 4:31 lacey brown no WR wanted to speak to Stephanie Nursing transferred call 

5/14/2019 5:04 nasser alsunaid no WR
wanted help on his admissions application help him with the basic and he 
finished app

5/14/2019 9:33am Renee Nolte MH Checking on campus visit for 5/15
5/14/2019 12:50pm Geyla Varela 499865 MH Help with equivelent classes to FHSU
5/14/2019 2:35pm MH EduKan help

5/15/2019 8:24 student no WR
wanted to know if the course will transfer to her college gave her basic 
information 

5/15/2019 9:10 John Curtis no WR
wanted to know how many hours a student was here,transferred 
Enrollment Services

5/15/2019 9:52 Joseph no WR
wanted to change information on the application and updated 
information

5/15/2019 10:38 student no WR wanted to pay a bill transferred to Business
5/15/2019 10:51 student no WR wanted to know about the online classes and resend student id

5/15/2019 10:59 student no WR
wanted to know basic information on what to do to apply for an online 
class 

5/15/2019 11:17 student no WR wanted to know what to bring for Enrollment days 
5/15/2019 11:24 student no WR wanted to get the Business office 
5/15/2019 11:26 Annette no WR wanted to Spear with Tana took a message 
5/15/2019 11:36 joel moldrup no WR wanted pre req email
5/15/2019 11:38 abdulmohsen aldhamdi no WR need to verify information on admissions application 
5/15/2019 11:58 student no WR wanted to know the hours of business office 

5/15/2019 12:05 student no WR
wanted help on his admissions application help him with the basic and he 
finished app

5/15/2019 12:36 student no WR need FA transferred to FA

5/15/2019 1:29 joshua williams 500502 WR
wanted to know information on admissions application and resend the 
student id 



5/15/2019 1:41 Student no WR need help with the payment on an online class
5/15/2019 1:47 Ben no WR need to know if class will transfer to the university  he goes to 
5/15/2019 2:24 Kathy Davis no WR Counselor about a students enrollment 
5/15/2019 3:00 matthew no WR called to verify information on app resend student id

5/15/2019 3:02 abdulallah 666084794 WR
wanted to get in an online class that started on Monday transferred to 
online 

5/15/2019 3:18 shammari no WR wanted to talk to Kami transferred to ext 
5/15/2019 10:30am Parker & Karrie Gilliland MH Wrong name autofilled on application, called to correct.

5/16/2019 8:29 Mr Haberman no WR

need basic information that his son need to apply and since he is a prior 
student need to do an admissions application  gave him the basic 
information to start the application process 

5/16/2019 8:39 Stephen Williams 500616 WR
wanted to know basic information transcripts and tb hold and Natural 
gas information gave all the information needed 

5/16/2019 9:34 student no WR tranferred to Enrollment Services 
5/16/2019 9:57 student no WR transferred To business office need to make a payment 
5/16/2019 10:03 student no WR wanted basic information to enroll on classes 
5/16/2019 10:45 Emily no WR need to know the basic information to enroll in class 
5/16/2019 11:39 student no WR need a change of major transferred to Advisement

5/16/2019 12:23 James   no WR need to send out a transcript by mail transferred to Enrollment Services

5/16/2019 12:29 wendy armendariz 494729 WR
need to know what was wrong with her application but just linked her 
app to banner an wanted to know about her name missing a letter 

5/16/2019 1:27 ashari no WR need to speak to Kami transferred 
5/16/2019 1:29 student no WR how to send a transcript to barton gave the address 
5/16/2019 2:38 alex 490624 WR wanted to update information on his application

5/16/2019 2:53 alex 490624 WR
wanted to know if admissions received his transcripts transferred to 
Enrollment Services 

5/16/2019 3:50 Mother no WR wanted to know FA and wanted to see if they can pay for classes 

5/16/2019 4:07  student no WR wanted to know about payment plans transferred to Business office

5/20/2019 9:15 hassan no WR
wanted to know if transcript was received transferred to Enrollment 
Services



5/20/2019 9:21 kaitlyn 500589 WR
mother called wanting to know information on taking the accuplacer test  
for Leavenworth campus

5/20/2019 10:27 Ali no WR
wanted to know how long it will take to get application accepted told him 
information and will wait for the ID 

5/20/2019 10:41 Lauren Collins no WR can not enroll to a public speaking class transferred to BOL 
5/20/2019 10:55 student no WR asking if campus will be closed due to weather 
5/20/2019 11:00 student no WR wanted to be transferred to Nicole Berger 
5/20/2019 11:14 Lauren Cullins 498268 WR trouble with pw transferred to Enrollment Services to reset 
5/20/2019 11:33 Lauren Cullins 498268 WR pw did not work again transferred to Enrollment Services
5/20/2019 11:34 student no WR wanted to speak to Lisa Peterson
5/20/2019 11:35 Shamshiri no WR wanted to speak to Kami or Tana
5/20/2019 12:37 Hailey Ring 500552 WR resend her student id 
5/20/2019 12:45 Marlow 666100211 WR mother wanted to signed up Marlow to Enrollment Day 6/5/19

5/20/2019 12:58 Emily Irsik 500604 WR

called status of admissions app she verify DOB and she typed in the 
worng DOB told her to email or fax DL to Enrollment Services to have 
them change it. 

5/20/2019 1:06 Rita no WR
wanted to know about HS students taking college classes transferred to 
Karly Little

5/20/2019 1:10 Rita no WR wanted Karly email 
5/20/2019 1:26 student no WR having problem enrolling to online class transferred to Bol 
5/20/2019 1:30 Ethan Newberry no WR BOL transferred to BOL 
5/20/2019 1:55 Kimberly Alarcon 492550 WR need to sign up for Enrollment Day 5/29/19
5/20/2019 2:03 student no WR need to know about assisting instructors 

5/20/2019 2:19 abdulsalam 666084037 WR
wanted to change information on his admissions application  to be 
accepted

5/20/2019 2:26 student no WR need to know online classes 

5/20/2019 3:10 Jenny Payne no WR
wanted to register Samuel Fontanez helped to register and do the 
admissions application 

5/20/2019 3:32 tameka mcgowan 500612 WR wanted to talk to FA transferred call 
5/20/2019 3:34 student no WR transferred to Enrollment to reset pw

5/20/2019 3:58 Tyler Taylor 500143 WR
wanted to get information on Radiology online classes transferred to 
Advisement 

5/20/2019 4:00 student no WR just to transfer to FA



5/20/2019 4:14 Ali no WR
wanted his student id but was looking at application need to finish 
admissions application 

5/21/2019 8:15 Audra Mattox no WR need help to go back to admissions application and finish 
5/21/2019 8:50 student no WR trasferred to FA

5/21/2019 9:56 Student no WR

student need information to come to campus and be an international 
student  gave him information and the international student advisor 
email 

5/21/2019 10:49 juanita garth no WR need help to finish admissions application 
5/21/2019 10:55 student no WR wanted to speak to Vic Martin transferred called 

5/21/2019 11:00 mother of student no WR
wanted to make a payment on sons account transferred to Business 
office 

5/21/2019 11:08 juanita garth no WR need help to finish admissions application step by step 

5/21/2019 11:40 phil advisor of KU no WR
advisor trying to help international student to enroll on BOL told him the 
information needed and the student application will be reviewed

5/21/2019 11:46 student no WR need to speak to MLT programm transferred call to ext 133

5/21/2019 11:50 bincheng wang no WR
verify information on admissions application to have the app accepted 
change and submit app 

5/21/2019 12:00 Jalen Smith no WR set up campus tour 

5/21/2019 12:08 student no WR need to reset pw for portal transferred call to Enrollment services

5/21/2019 12:11 daniel 000487249 487249 WR
dad of an international student wanted to speak to Tana and would like 
information and see if received email 

5/21/2019 12:30 noah katzenmeier no WR
verify information on admissions application wanted to know the steps 
to enroll on the BOL class

5/21/2019 12:34 teresa smith no WR
need to know how to send a transcript for a prereq class gave her the 
information to send 

5/21/2019 12:37 justine no WR transferred to Enrollment to reset pw
5/21/2019 12:55 Sara Baker no WR transferred to FA for an appeal 
5/21/2019 1:14 student no WR need to know if we receive any electronic transcripts

5/21/2019 1:20 Zikeya rawlings no WR
wanted to verify the admissions application and put in the correct major 
of study 

5/21/2019 1:25 Wendy no WR need help to finish admissions application 



5/21/2019 1:32 montadar no WR
basic information to get in to the admissions portal to finish admissions 
application 

5/21/2019 1:38 geyla varela no WR need help to register to BOL classes gave her basic information to enroll 

5/21/2019 1:53 kstate student no WR
need to know how to send a transcript for a prereq class gave her the 
information to send 

5/21/2019 2:15 student no WR would like to have a cyllubus of a class transferred to Denise 
5/21/2019 3:21 student no WR wanted to know how to get started 
5/21/2019 4:24 student no WR transferred to Ghazi Jahay 
5/21/2019 4:34 tamara coward 500872 WR wanted to know what classes to take transferred to Advisement 

5/21/2019 4:37 geyla varela 499865 WR
wanted to know if transcript was received transferred to Enrollment 
Services

5/22/2019 8:15 student no WR
need to know who will receive her transcripts transferred to Enrollment 
services

5/22/2019 9:00 returning student no WR
wanted to know about his old classes that he took here in Barton and 
wanted to know what hours he was here transferred to Enrollment 

5/22/2019 9:14 Gyeong Ryeol Yoo 500907 WR wanted to get his student ID again resend email 
5/22/2019 10:00 Laura 488453 WR mother wanted to signed up for Enrollment day

5/22/2019 10:07 mother of student no WR
mother wanted to get information on a transcript transferred to 
Enrollment Services 

5/22/2019 10:44 Brenda Hudlin 500919 WR
wanted to see if her admissions was completed and ok to accept saw her 
application and send out her student ID 

5/22/2019 11:01 international student no WR
wanted information on how to transfer from his University to Barton 
gave Tana email 

5/22/2019 11:18 Emma Johnson no WR
wanted to know if a transcript has been sent to Johnson County 
transferred to Enrollment Services 

5/22/2019 11:25 Cole Baker no WR wanted to know the equivalent course to Kstate and Barton 

5/22/2019 11:34 student no WR
wanted to know if received a transcript transferred to Enrollment 
Services 

5/22/2019 11:42 Khalid 666098982 WR said that he did not receive his student id went ahead and resend 

5/22/2019 11:54 Abdullah Aljohani 500925 WR
had to verify information and change admissions application to get 
accepted 



5/22/2019 12:02 Cole Baker no WR need to know the email to send transcrpt gave the pre req email 

5/22/2019 12:31 jade bamberger 496481 WR
wanted to know if we have any information of housing she also wanted 
to speak to FA 

5/22/2019 12:38 student no WR transfer to Cheryl Lippert 
5/22/2019 12:39 student no WR wanted to know information to finish admissions application 

5/22/2019 12:56 Calan Haberman WR need help to start his admissions application and also need to reset PW 
5/22/2019 1:07 Calan Haberman WR still having problems with the admissions application 
5/22/2019 1:16 abdulaziz aldarees 500928 WR need help to send transcripts 
5/22/2019 2:50 Fort Hays no WR Tana reference check will call back following day 

5/22/2019 2:54 Ali Alasmakh 500942 WR
he need to verify information in his admissions application to have it 
submitted and approve

5/22/2019 3:13 student no WR need to make a payment transferred to Business office

5/22/2019 4:00 Danielle dillard 500951 WR
verify information on account because email is mothers not hers she 
wanted to keep the same email because she does not have one 

5/23/2019 8:59 student no WR need to have password reset transferred to Enrollment services

5/23/2019 10:00 Ibrahim Alharbi no WR
wanted to know about his student ID was looking at admissions 
application and need to change the information and need to accept 

5/23/2019 10:25 mother of student no WR wanted basic information to enroll on a summer online class 

5/23/2019 10:54 student no WR
student need to make a payment on account transferred to Business 
office 

5/23/2019 12:34 student no WR will call back ?

5/23/2019 12:36 mary higgins no WR
wanted to get information about HS getting dual credits transferred to 
Karly Little 

5/23/2019 1:12 George welsch 89280 WR
wanted to know about his admissions application and also wanted to 
speak to an advisor transferred to Advisement 

5/23/2019 1:46 Kendall no WR
Kendall needed help on a student admissions application helped out and 
did the students application finished and will accept her app

5/23/2019 1:59 Mark Ricketts no WR
wanted to know if there was a  transcript sent from Chase HS transferred 
to Enrollment Services 

5/23/2019 2:10 student no WR wanted to know if we received transcripts 



5/23/2019 3:30 jakup 500230 WR
need help enrolling to the summer class Bol …gave him basics but could 
not enroll transferred to BOL to get help 

5/23/2019 3:51 jakup 500230 WR
need help to look in the portal and see his classes that he enrolled told 
him basic and then transferred to BOL 

5/23/2019 4:15 kacie 500956 WR wanted to know about the admissions application 
5/23/2019 4:17 student no WR wanted 

5/23/2019 4:27 student no WR wanted to know if there was any available seats for an on line class

5/28/2019 11:50AM Nawaf Alshammari EJS 
Checking on application status from app that was submitted over the 
weekend. Emailed course descriptions and prereq info

5/28/2019 12:40pm Chyheim Deese 500920 MH Check admissions status
5/28/2019 11:23 Shevolee Bell KM Inquiring about Hesron's international status
5/28/2019 2:47 Dewayne Jones KM Needed the application link sent to him
5/29/2019 11:10AM Waad Alhazmi 666068028 EJS Match error on application
5/29/2019 11:15AM Caitlin Laurie EJS What to bring to Enrollment Day 
5/29/2019 8:36am Brady Phillips 501069 MH Help enrolling in BOL class
5/29/2019 9:20am Sulaiman Almajed 501014 MH Check admissions status, email prereq info
5/29/2019 9:34 AM Hassan Fakeeh 501169 MH Pending app
5/29/2019 12:00pm Garrett Hutchison MH how to pay for classes for granddaughter
5/29/2019 1:20pm Mariah Gomez 501201 MH Help enrolling in BOL class
5/29/2019 4:00pm Lauren Lust 498895 MH Placement testing

5/29/2019 10:33 International Agent KM Inquiring about international soccer information and scholarships 

5/29/2019 11:17
 

Sulaiman Almajed 501014 KM Asking if prereq email was received, transferred to Jessica
5/29/2019 11:58 Othman 501034 KM Resent welcome email
5/30/2019 11:00AM Masoumah Aljafar EJS Checking on application but just submitted it today

5/30/2019 12:00pm Andre Lewis EJS 
Checking on prerequisite information; I don’t think he meets the prereq 
but transferred to Jess 

5/30/2019 12:20pm Delaney Disdain EJS Switching Enrollment Day dates
5/30/2019 1:15pm Blake Boor EJS Rescheduled Ambassador interview 

5/30/2019 1:45pm Madi Jones 481768 EJS 
Concerns with enrolling; spoke with Virginia, Karen, and Mary. 
Transferred to Mary to confirm enrolling information

5/30/2019 3:25pm Carley Bowering 501273 EJS Resent acceptance e-mail



5/30/2019 3:30pm Stephanie Harmon EJS 
Checking to make sure application has been submitted and that FAFSA 
was on file; did not transfer

5/30/2019 2:25pm Thao Nguyen 501268 MH Pending app
5/30/2019 1:58 Ali Al Muhathil 501262 KM Hold on app for wrong campus selection
5/30/2019 2:41 Abdullah Alamtairi 500739 KM Application status - transferred for prereq error
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